UNDERSTANDING EQUINE
FOOT BALANCE
Why is foot balance
important?
Correct foot balance is essential for
soundness.
The two keys areas are:
1) Front to back balance
2) Side to side or medio-lateral
balance

Heel First?
There is a lot of debate around whether a horse should
land heel first or land flat and I won't go into that
debate - if you google it you can read several blogs and
decide for yourself which you think is appropriate. For
me the important thing which everyone agrees on, is
the horse shouldn't land toe first. If the toe consitently
strikes the ground first then there is likely to be
damage to the DDFT as well as other structures due to
the lack of shock absorption .

If one or both of these elements are
out of balance the it creates strain up
the leg, whether that be at the front,
the back, on the outside or the inside
of the leg. It can effect stride length
and muscle strains higher up the
body.

FRONT TO
BACK
BALANCE
Viewed from the side, the line through
the pastern down through the hoof
should be a staright line. The lateral
edges (two outer lines) should be
parallel. This allows the joints and the
surrounding tendons and ligaments to
all function normally without undue
stress.

WHEN ITS NOT QUITE RIGHT
Picture A is a broken back axis. In this
configuration there are undue stresses on the
back of the legs and flexor tendons. This is
typical of the long toe/low heel confirmation
Picture B - is correct alignment
Picture C - Broken forward axis. This
configuration puts undue strain on the front of
the legs and extensor tendons. This is typical of
increased heel length conformation

Side to Side or Medio-Lateral Balance
If the medio-lateral balance is correct a straight line
should run down the centre of the leg and the
coronet band should be at the same height
horizontally.
When you lift the foot, you would like the heels to be
equal length on either side. This horse's aren't but it
is due to be shod.
Always look beyond the pastern and higher up the legs.
The foot balance may be perfect but there could be
issues higher in the body that are causing problems.
Tightness behind the shoulder or in the pectorals can
cause strains down the leg. The picture on the bottom
right is of a horse that will definitely have strain running
down the medial and lateral edges of the leg. Its worth
talking to your vet, physio and farrier and working as a
team to correct this problem.

